About Us
The Young and Brave Foundation is a 501(c) (3)
nonprofit organization dedicated to helping today’s
youth beat cancer. Our WARRIOR Profile Project
strives to create advocacy, awareness, and streamlines the fundraising process for families in need.
We have a rapidly growing network of friends,
family, and donors across the globe and activate
these resources in order to aid every single WARRIOR family. This project is committed to make sure
not one family fights cancer alone. The Young and
Brave foundation is dedicated to being a resource
for families while representing the power of giving.
#LOVEbeatscancer!
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OVERVIEW

WHO WE ARE FOR

Our online WARRIOR profiles are provided for

There is an alarming lack of resources in the

FREE to approved individuals and families. Each

cancer community for children, young adults and

profile serves as a single location to share vital

their families. We strive to give the young and

information, pictures, stories and fundraise.

brave a voice in their battle and empower them

WARRIOR’s family and friends are provided an

while lending a helping hand. These WARRIORS

immediate way to support their loved ones in

range from newborns to 30 somethings battling

their fight against cancer, and can share words

all forms of cancer. Often the forgotten ones when

of encouragement, LOVE and financial support

it comes to funding and resources, they need our

with ease.

support! Together we can make a difference one
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Initial contact is made to
new WARRIOR/Guardian/point of contact. Fine
details are discussed.
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WARRIOR nomination form
is submitted. Confirmation
email is sent out with
application attached.
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Nomination application is
submitted then reviewed by
foundation board. Decision is
made and documented.

family at a time.
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WHAT WE ARE FOR

Final paperwork and
information are finalized,
Profile is built.

Final review of profile and
profile launch. Social
media press release.
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30 days out initial
donations totaled and
dispersed. Donations are
dispersed at the end of
each month.

Donations collected for our WARRIORS through their profile go directly to their fight against cancer. Life turns
upside down with a cancer diagnosis, but the demands of the outside world don’t stop. Donations collected
through a WARRIOR profile can be put to use for medical bills, transportation, day to day expenses, rent/

OUR FEE

mortgages and anything else the family may need while going through treatment. We created The Young and

The process is simple and transparent. The Young and Brave Foundation takes not one penny of donations

Brave Foundation because we understand the hardships that can occur when a loved one is fighting cancer.

made to our WARRIORS and their families. Our online profiles provide an easy way for families and loved

For that reason 100% of all donations made to our WARRIOR and their families go to them.

ones to donate directly to their WARRIORS. Online donations include a credit card fee of 2.89%. That
fee is deducted by the credit card processing company before the donations reach The Young and Brave

OUR PROCESS
Potential WARRIORS and their families can be nominated online at www.theyoungandbrave.com/
donate/nominate-a-warrior. Once the preliminary form is completed the selected point of contact will be
notified within 7-10 business days via email. Once correspondence has commenced an official WARRIOR
Application will be either mailed or emailed within 24 hours. Once completed and returned, it will be
re- viewed and a decision for inclusion will be made within 2-3 business days. If approved and all proper

Foundation. We also accept mail in donations (please see “Mail-in donations instruction form”) with no
credit card fees required this elevates the 2.89%. We also have a text to donate feature, each WARRIOR
will receive their own “keyword” so that friends and family can text in their donation via smart phone, the
same 2.89% credit card fee is applied.

THE OFFER

documentation has been received your WARRIOR Profile will be made active and ready for immediate use.

Once The Young and Brave Foundation connects with our families the process starts immediately. We collect

This portal will have a 1-year expiration date. We understand 100% a family and individual’s fight against

the necessary paperwork and do our due diligence. As paper-work is processed and our new family is

cancer lasts for months, years and sometimes even a decade. Each and every individual profile will be

accepted, The Young and Brave Foundation goes into action, we fight like hell so you don’t fight cancer

reviewed annually to make an assessment on progress and needs. We are here to fight with you as long as

alone. The only thing we ask of our families, individuals and WARRIORS is to help us spread the word of

need be! Donations will be made on a monthly basis, via check, mailed to the address provided on your

LOVE and the work we do as a foundation. The more people that know about who we are and what we do,

initial WARRIOR application.

the more families we can help fight this disease.

www.theyoungandbrave.com

